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Following is an interview with Isaac Cohen, director of the Washington office of the UN's Economic
Commission on Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC). The interview conducted by the
Washington-based Council on Hemispheric Affairs (COHA)- -clearly demonstrates the extent to
which ECLAC policies have evolved from the past. Traditionally, that organization supported direct
government intervention to protect local economies from foreign competition, and to stimulate
growth and development in strategic economic sectors. In contrast, ECLAC now wholeheartedly
embraces the neo- liberal program of structural adjustment, calling for market reforms to roll back
government intervention and stabilize local economies, while pulling down tariff and non-tariff
barriers to foment trade inside and outside the region.
The interview is reproduced with COHA's permission. It was published in the March 25, 1994
edition of COHA's biweekly publication, "Washington Report on the Hemisphere."
WRH: Do you feel that the widespread adoption of neo- liberal economic reforms as espoused by
the multilateral lending institutions and ECLAC has been successful in Latin America during the
last decade?
IC: What we experienced in Latin America was a major economic depression, probably as severe
as the Great Depression of the 1930s, and as a result there was a need to review prevailing
economic wisdom. From this emerged a major change in the regional perspective resulting in
the acceptance of neo-liberal precepts. Nevertheless, even the neo- liberalists have learned that
their objectives have not been as easy to achieve as expected. As a result, with inflation a major
problem, policymakers tried to adapt their theories to reality. Through experiencing inflation and
hyperinflation like that which has occurred in Bolivia, Nicaragua and Argentina Latin America
learned to undertake reforms. But it is only in the 1990s that we have seen them really generating
positive results. The 1980s witnessed attempts to achieve three objectives of economic policy that
appeared to be unattainable simultaneously: price stability, a balanced external account, and
growth. Finally, in the 1990s, these three objectives are being achieved at the same time: inflation
is coming down, growth is steady at 3%, and external accounts are beginning to be favorable.
It was necessary to change our perspective. We had to be pragmatic: if reality does not square
with the theory, then change the theory. Everybody is changing, even the IMF and World Bank
are less insistent on liberalization and are beginning to recognize the problems of growth and
competitiveness as well as poverty. ECLAC's position is to open markets and privatize, while at the
same time fight poverty. If we can grow and fight inflation as well as having a balanced external
account, then the time is right to implement changes in production patterns along with providing for
social equity.
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WRH: In view of the sub-Saharan African countries' often bitter experiences with the IMF, do you
think that the major financial institutions should modify the development recipes being proposed to
such Latin American countries as Haiti, Cuba, Nicaragua, and Trinidad?
IC: There are certain cases where you need some basic political stability before beginning to
think about economic reforms. Even in the case of Brazil, the main difficulties, I would say, are
political. Once you have the consensus to address economic issues, especially inflation, then you
can start working with conviction. All these other countries also have tremendous political problems
that have pushed their economic difficulties into the back room. In the case of Nicaragua, the
government was able to control inflation as specified by international lending institutions, but there
is no political consensus. Nicaragua is a divided society, and until the governing class there stops
quarrelling among itself, there is no possibility for economic agreement. In Brazil we are seeing a
consensus for dealing with inflation. Remember that it just impeached its president, and political
upheaval has been present there until recently. Nicaragua has done a very good job in fighting
inflation, but when the time came to look for new investments, the political infighting was such that
new foreign funding was discouraged.
WRH: As trade barriers fall with NAFTA, MERCOSUR and GATT, are there any concerns being
expressed in Latin America over its weakened sovereignty?
IC: This is one of the major changes that we are seeing in the region. It used to be that Latin America
was very concerned about opening its economy, which had, as you know, high tariff barriers.
So the most important step was to become more competitive. Though this makes the region's
economy more dependent on trade, I think that is much better than to be dependent on aid. Take
for example Central America in the 1980s, where most of the region's economies were supported
by an influx of foreign credits. I think that trade leads to several possibilities, depending on what is
being exported. For example, the prices of traditional exports are set abroad, and the process can be
very complicated. Such is the case with Mexico, which conducts 79% of its external commerce with
the US, and the example of Chile, which has Japan as its major trading partner. Diversification of
products and markets balance the dependence on export strategy. Thus, regional emphasis on trade
is a very positive move.
WRH: Given that much of the region's economic stability is achieved through cuts in fiscal
expenditures, especially in social infrastructure, do you think that these economies will be able to
grow in spite of a vulnerable social base?
IC: This is a very bad situation. The reduction of private and public investment in Latin America
was very discouraging, with social infrastructure deteriorating as a result. For instance, public
schools and hospitals were not built throughout the 1980s, so we have to make investments in
them now that our economies are growing and are fairly stable. While stability may be endangered
by social inequities, I must say there is a very impressive phenomenon to be seen here despite
the tremendous adjustments that have taken place, they were not usually accompanied by social
explosions. The level of tolerance of Latin Americans has increased considerably when it comes to
inequality. In a way, we were surprised by Chiapas because nobody anticipated it. Sometimes you
see social outbursts such as in Santiago del Estero in Argentina and Caracas, but the pattern has not
been continuous, although I think we might be wasting valuable time if we do not increase social
expenditures now.
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